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AGLC
Automatic Generator Loading Control
Applications
The AGLC Automatic Generator
Loading Control is used to soft
load in and out of a load sharing
loop: Loading is initiated by a
generator circuit breaker auxiliary
contact. Unloading is initiated by a
momentary opening of an unload
contact. When the circuit breaker
closes, the load will be increased
at the preset ramp rate until
matched with other units. The
AGLC then tracks the load on the
set and, on the unload signal
causes the set to unload at the ramp speed. When the unload trip level is reached, a
relay activates in the AGLC which can be used to open the breaker for a smooth,
bumpless power transfer.
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The AGLC is used to base load 1 to 15 generator sets joining a utility: The base-load
reference switch is closed or jumpered, and the control automatically causes the system
to ramp to the preset base-load level after the breaker closes.
The base load is set with an internal potentiometer, or an external potentiometer. The
base load setting can be used to increase or decrease load on the set or on the system.
A limit prevents the base load from being set higher than the maximum desired load.
The AGLC is used to unload a generator set before leaving the bus: The unload trip level
is adjusted by a potentiometer on the AGLC, or by an external potentiometer. When the
unload switch is momentarily opened, the AGLC causes the set or system to ramp down
to the previously set trip point where it stops unloading and activates a relay which can
be used to open the breaker. The relay resets when the breaker opens.
The trip level can be matched to blower or pump loads on the machine before closing the
bus. This use eliminates a shift of load and bump when separating from the rest of the
system.

Description
The AGLC Automatic Generator Loading Control is for use with Woodward load sharing
and speed control systems with either built-in or external load sensors. It is designed to
provide soft loading or unloading of a generator set into or out of a load sharing system at
controlled rates. It can also soft load or unload a single unit, or up to 15 paralleled load
sharing units, into or out of parallel with a utility, and then set a specific base load on the
generating system.
The versatile control simplifies the logic and wiring required to perform these functions.
The electronic ramps are easily adjusted from 5 seconds to 5 minutes for 100 percent
load change. (Actual load and unload times will depend on the capabilities of the engine.)
The load and unload ramp rates are separately adjusted.
The AGLC tracks the load on the generator set at all times and starts the ramp at the
load on the set, eliminating any bump and providing smooth transfer of power, whether
loading or unloading.
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Features
Breaker 0pen Contacts
When reaching the set trip level, the AGLC will automatically de-energize a double-throw relay. The relay can be used to initiate
separation of the generator set from the rest of the system. The relay will energize when the circuit-breaker auxiliary contacts open.
Adjustable Base Load
The load on a generator set is increased at the ramp rate to a base-load setting. The base-load level can be set using an internal
potentiometer accessible through the cover or by an external potentiometer. When the base-load contact is opened, the unit will
ramp back to load share.
When the AGLC is used to base load a number of engine-generator sets operating against an infinite bus, the system will return to
isochronous load share when the utility auxiliary breaker contact opens. Only the unit load sharing lines are connected between
the AGLC and the load sharing connections of the separate sets when controlling multiple units in base load with one AGLC.
A Bumpless Transfer of a Loaded Local Bus to a Utility
The base-load reference can be set to match the existing load by connecting a meter from terminals 7 to 12 and adjusting the
base-load reference for zero volts. The adjustment can be used to obtain a zero power transfer at constant load using the AGLC
to control load while paralleling a loaded local bus to a utility.
Variable Base Load
The base-load feature can be used to cut down on engine maintenance on a system where multiple engines are only lightly
loaded. By periodically shifting one engine generator set to base load, then loading that engine to near capacity for a given time,
the carbon buildup can be burned away. The unit will return to isochronous load share under ramp control when the cycle is
completed and the base-load contact is opened.
Maximum Load Limit
A separate setting provides a high limit to the base-load setting. This provides protection against erroneous setting of the base load.

Automatic Signals
Circuit Breaker auxiliary contacts are used to initiate the generator load ramp for either load share matching or for base load.
A relay de-energizes when the unload trip level is reached by the unload ramp. Double throw contacts are brought out for the
customer’s use.
Breaker open relay contact rating
Resistive
Inductive
Motor
Lamp
28 Vdc
10 A
6.0
3.0
1.0
115 V, 400 Hz
5A
2.5
3.0
0.8
115 V, 60 Hz
3A
2.0
1.5
0.5

Selections
Base Load
Closing switch contacts at the Close for Base Load Reference terminals while the auxiliary breaker contacts are closed will cause
load to be changed at the load-ramp rate to the base load setting. The load will ramp up or down to the base-load position.
Where only base loading is desired, the base load reference terminals can be jumpered. Base loading is then initiated whenever
the auxiliary breaker contacts are closed.
Base-load reference is set with an internal potentiometer, or a 10K external potentiometer. External setting takes preference over
the internal setting. Base-load limit is set with an internal potentiometer to prevent overload.
Unload Ramp
Opening switch contacts at the Open to Unload terminals will cause the AGLC to ramp down at the selected ramp rate whether
the switch is left open or if it is again closed. This switch must be closed to load the system.
The unload-trip level is set by an internal potentiometer or by a 2K external potentiometer. External setting takes preference.

Specifications
Input Power
Ramp Rates

88–132 Vac, 50 or 60 Hz, power consumption 2.5 VA.170–264 Vac, 50 or 60 Hz, power consumption 5 VA
Adjustable between 20 and 0.33 percent of full load per second (5 seconds to 5 minutes). Adjustments use
single-turn log-taper potentiometers giving fine adjustment at the faster rates and coarser adjustment at the
slower rates. (Actual minimum load and unload times will depend on the capabilities of the engine.)

Environmental Specifications
Operating Temperature
Storage Temperature
Maximum Humidity
Vibration
Shock

–40 to +85 °C (–40 to +185 °F)
–55 to +105 °C (–67 to +221 °F)
95% at 38 °C (100 °F)
4 Gs between 5 and 500 Hz
60 Gs
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AGLC Block Diagram

AGLC Plant Wiring Diagram
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Technical Manuals

82004 (9905-096)
82394 (9905-063)

AGLC Outline Drawing
(Do not use for construction)

For more information contact:
PO Box 1519, Fort Collins CO, USA 80522-1519
1000 East Drake Road, Fort Collins CO 80525
Tel.: +1 (970) 482-5811  Fax: +1 (970) 498-3058
www.woodward.com
Distributors & Service
Woodward has an international network of distributors and service facilities.
For your nearest representative, call the Fort Collins plant or see the
Worldwide Directory on our website.
This document is distributed for informational purposes only. It is not to be construed as
creating or becoming part of any Woodward contractual or warranty obligation unless
expressly stated in a written sales contract.
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